PREFACE
This report describes a comprehensive way of looking at and interpreting the outputs of a Dyna-METRIC type model. Considerable attention is given to both technical and calculational considerations. The report is intended primarily for analysts who are already broadly familiar with the underlying theory and computational approach or for PACAF staff members who have occasion to use the model outputs.
This focus may make it difficult for a nontechnical reader to get through. Nevertheless, for those who want to use this report as a primer on how to read and understand the model results contained in the matrices, it will suffice. The reader may ignore the technical portions and concentrate just on the ones that describe the outputs and their interpretation, which is easy to do. The calculational framework is only briefly described in the main body of the report, and the more technical portions are relegated to appendices.
For ease of reference, this report is published in two volumes: (1) descriptive text and (2) input and output data. For those already familiar with Dyna-METRIC concepts, the way to read the matrices will be almost obvious from their layout. The data, however, have been chosen to illustrate many not-so-obvious points and the text brings these out. Those insights are important in developing an understanding of or ability to interpret the model outputs.
This report is one of a series related to calculating and interpreting the impact of the availability and management of spare parts in tactical fighter squadrons. m 
I. Overview of the Supply Model
In the body of this note we describe matrix presentations that show outputs from a dynamic demand-repair logistics model of spare parts availability. The model developed at PACAF is called "Vector." An alternate model based on the same mathematical underpinnings has been developed by Rand and given the name "Dyna-METRIC" (DM). A brief explanation follows for those not familiar with the models.
The aircraft spare parts which are the subjects of the models are those that can be removed and replaced without extraordinary trouble and also can be repaired and thus reused. They are referred to as Line Replaceable Units or LRUs. We may also consider the subunits used to repair LRUs, the so-called Shop Replaceable Units or SRUs.
Both Vector and DM are dynamic models because they permit a flying program (i.e., demand for parts) which is a function of time and they can handle "surge" flying.
Consider a single part type designated by a National Stock Number (NSN) and characterized by data giving:
• Average demands per flying hour As is commmonly done, we assume that breaks occur as a linear function of flying hours. This point is arguable, but the consequences are not germane to this report. The other factors determine the time the part spends in one or another of the repair loops.
Although we define the input data in terms of averages, we are "^^v^j concerned with the random fluctuations that occur in both numbers of The data for each and every NSN of interest are run through the computational process to produce probabilities for each of 0, 1, 2, etc, stock shortages, i.e., holes. Using these probabilities, we can then calculate and display for discrete points in time:
• p-j(k), the probability (for the i^'^ NSN) of k shortages • EBOj, average shortages for the i^^ NSN • SL, additive stock required to make p-j(0)>_ .99
• EBO, sum of average shortages over all parts • P(NMCS=k), the probability that NMCS=k for 100% canning • P(Ho1es=k), the probability that total holes = k Full, or 100% canning referred to above means consolidating holes to the fewest possible number of aircraft. The fewest number of NMCS aircraft under 100% canning is determined by that NSN where number of holes (divided by Quantity Per Aircraft) is largest at the given time. The other extreme would be no cannibalization. In this situation the hole remains where it occurred until a part is returned from repair. A no-cann policy has the potential of creating so many NMCS aircraft that the unit cannot meet its flying program. Both policies are too extreme for normal peacetime operations; the pragmatic policy lies somewhere in between. Nevertheless, the extreme ones are useful boundary cases in analyzing the fleet condition.
II. The Structure and Arithmetics of the "Vector" Model--Introduction A Dyna-METRIC type model manipulates a large amount of demand and repair information for each member of a set of NSNs. The computational results are ultimately reduced to a highly condensed form: the "expected number in repair at time t for part type i," denoted by XjCt). Once \^{t) has been calculated, the entire story is in hand -we then know what Dyna-METRIC has to say about the input data. Our problem from that point on is merely to interpret the meaning of the X.i(t).
The interpretation of such a "rich" variable, however, is not trivi-. Here in PACAF, however, our interests usually focus on one base or one flying unit. For that situation, we have come to believe that a total exposure of the X^it) leads to a much clearer perception of their consequences and what is happening in a dynamic logistics system than does piecemeal information. Toward that end, we have developed easy-tocomprehend matrix presentations of the \-j(t) and their consequences.
Computationally, the integral form of x^Ct), which is at the heart of time-dependent pipeline calculations, is replaced by a discrete sum in the realization of the theory we call the "Vector" model. Within the accuracy boundaries imposed on us by the available data, the sum is equivalent to the integral. As will be seen, using a discrete summation permits an easy calculation of Xi(t) and also pemiits us to look at a variety of demand functions, allied to different sortie-rate regimes, and a variety of repair functions. We also find it easy to explore many different time-dependent stock optionso
The Convolution Integral ' '
In the illustrations that follow, we consider only simple repair loops-those in which the many-server assumption is valid and indenture relationships are not considered. Such complexities can be added, as required, in the same way they are treated in Dyna-METRIC.
Given that the input information describing the demand and repair processes are available, the actual calculation of x-i(t) is straight- In the case at hand, the discrete summed form, although it looks only at daily intervals, is as adequate as our knowledge of the functions typically take it to have one "initial" value appropriate to peacetime training, followed by a "surge" value for a certain number of days, and then it reverts to some "final" value. Consequently, F(t-s) can be exponential-like:
t-70 t-60 t-50 t-40 t-30 t-20 t-10
■ (Note: In portraying these functions, "t" represents now, and "t-s", a time s units in the past, is the point at which a part entered repair.)
Or we can add a constant "admin delay" time, d, before the part starts the repair process:
-70 t-60 t-50 t-40 t-30 t-20 t-10 t
Or, if we like, we can look at a constant repair time:
For ease of representation, the functions are drawn as continuous but are nevertheless discrete as previously noted.
Clearly, a variety of repair functions can be investigated. In this report, a single form is used for all NSNs (i.e.. National Stock Number)
but the specific values of the parameters are adjusted by the data characterizing each one. The form used for illustration herein is that of the last graphic, the constant repair time.
Input Data
The data which we use for this report are synthetic and were chosen only for illustration although they are reasonably typical.
The number of parts used for illustration are limited so they will fit easily on a single page. We look only at 42 NSNs, whereas a full set of Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) for a fighter aircraft could ordinarily number several hundred. In actuality, initial computational scans on a set of real-world LRUs could permit us to focus on a small subset of "critical" U items which largely detennine the overall system performance. The MSNs in the present illustrative set of 42 could represent fuch a "critical" group.
The data describing the individual LRUs are estimates of:
.;
• Examples of model inputs and outputs (matrices) are contained in companion Volume II of this report and should be examined while reading the text.
Our broad goal in running the Vector model is to make evident how each NSN contributes to the expected NMCS (not mission capable for supply) rate for the fleet.
It is trite to observe that NMCS depends upon the stock level for each NSN, but that observation nevertheless serves to introduce the notion that we must describe the stock asset position before we can calculate NMCS. In our calculations we define the flying unit's stock assets by a column vector which has as entries the number of items stocked for each NSN. We also arrange to store several different stock vectors side by side, each describing a different stock position, for we will want to explore what happens under different stock options. An example is given by Matrix 1.
Individual vectors can be used to represent different situations:
• A zero vector means we have no stock at al1.
t The authorized peacetime stock is represented by one vector.
• The actual peacetime stock is given by yet another vector.
• Still another stock option is "Peacetime Operating Stock (POS) plus War Readiness Materiel (WRM) stocks." This is the appropriate one to use when a unit may draw freely from its total stock.
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Such vectors can also be used to represent time changes in stock levels as could occur when a c'eploying TAC unit brings stock with it. A distinct vector would be associated with each period during which the stock was "constant."
etc.
Note that "stock," as we use the term, refers to the total asset, not to where it is located. It consists of that which is in the pipeline and that which is "on the shelf," not just one or the other.
Evaluating the Sum
The details of the computations involved in evaluating eq (2) which yield \{t) (page 7) are covered in Appendix B. Several points, however, are worth brief mention here before we look at the model's outputs of Mt).
• There are three repair pipelines in PACAF -a base repair cycle, a Centralized Intermediate Repair (CIRF) repair cycle, and a depot repair cycle. In which of these pipelines an individual part finds itself depends partly on its characteristics, i.e., some parts may be repaired at the base depot only, some at the CIRF and depot only, etc., and partly on the probabilities that describe repair line performance in accordance with the input data describing the part»
• Accordingly, we will be interested in a X-\{t) for each of three pipelines as well as one for the sum [\(t)] of all three pipelines.
• We also must be careful that suffi£iently long "tails" have been included in the F(s,t) vectors augmented by zeros if required, so that peacetime operations are in "steady state" before looking at the transient behavior. We display x(t) on four peacetime days (-6,-4,-2, and 0) to check that the lengths of the vectors used in evaluating the convolution integral were sufficiently long to guarantee a stationary state, which is evidenced by an unchanging value of X(t).
The Matrix Display of \(t) (Matrices 2 through 5)
The next four printouts display the Xi{t) matrices: one for the base repair loop, one for the CIRF loop, one for the depot loop, and one for the sum of the three basic loops.
The meaning of most of these displays is self-evident from the preceding text, but there are a few areas worth singling out. Some numbers are echoes from the input data base. "QPA" is quantity per aircraft. "Time" is the expected repair time for that NSN in that particular repair loop.
"PCT" indicates the probability that the part will be repaired in that loop. The probability of a stock outage, i.e., a "backorder," for a particular NSN (i.e., part type) is given by the probability that the number in repair exceeds the stock asset level. Such an outage, therefore, generates a NMCS condition if we do not have a part to replace the one removed from the aircraft. The NMCS condition will persist until a part returns from repair (or we cannibalize it from another aircraft).
A caveat is appropriate at this point. We are aware that not every stock outage makes an aircraft go NMCS; it may be partially mission capable even with the part missing. For convenience, however, we use NMCS as a shorthand version of the more accurate form "Not Fully Mission CapableSupply."
With the information now at hand, it is easy to calculate the probability of an outage for each NSN. The first step is to calculate the . probability that there are k parts in repair, for k = 0, 1, 2...etc. This is immediately available since we know the mean value (\-{(t) from Matrix 5) and that numbers in repair are Poisson distributed. A trivial summing process then gives the probability of k-or-fewer parts in repair. The calculated results are printed out in Matrix 6 for day 0. A separate matrix can be produced for any chosen day.
Although Matrix 6 does not yet bring in the stock assets, the pattern is beginning to emerge: Obviously we would like to have sufficient assets to cover the likely levels of parts in repairs. In Matrix 6, for instance, we look at day 0. For NSN-3, the demand and repair time data are such that there is a 0.99 probability that the number in repair is 5 or fewer.
If we have five units as our asset level, we will be covered 99% of the time. Indeed, the column labeled "SL" tabulates the stock asset position needed to cover up to the 0.99 level for each part. It is a good firstcut estimate of what we need in stock assets on that day.
The first-time reader may think that 0.99 is a high level of aspiration. In truth, it is not. When there are, say, 300 NSNs, all of which are needed, each must have a high probability of being available when demanded if the fleet is to be in good shape. For instance, if each of the 300 parts had a 0.01 probability of nonavailability given a demand, then three parts on the average would be unavailable. Under a no-cannibalization policy, 3 aircraft would be NMCS. Or if 100% cannibalization were permitted, we would likely be able to consolidate all the shortages into one aircraft and the NMCS would be 1. This will become more graphic shortly. If for some applications, critical values other than 0.99 are needed, it may be easily changed.
Matrix 7 adjusts Matrix 6 to account for a designated stock option contained in the Stock Option Matrix. It gives the probability of k-or-fewer backorders for the designated stock option.
A "backorder" is defined as a part entering repair for which there is no covering stock. A backorder implies a stock outage and vice versa.
The probability of k-or-fewer backorders is obtained from Matrix 6 merely by shifting each row to the left a number of elements equal to the associated stock asset. The column labeled "SL" is redefined here as being the stock to be added to the asset position to raise the probability of no outage to the 0.99 level. "SL" functions here as a shortage indicator.
The rightmost entry for each NSN shows the expected back orders (EBO) for that NSN and stock option. It, too, is an occasionally useful measure of the adequacy of the stock option. We will return to this type display after a short side excursion. • Option 4 (ESLJ = 43) leaves the shortages in a relatively few NSNs (note particularly NSN 33) to make the well recognized point that the concentration of shortages is as important as the total number.
EBOs and Distribution of Holes
• Options 5 and 5 are more properly wartime stock levels than peacetime ones as will be seen in the next section, but they obviously would give very good performance if all that stock were made available in peacetime.
Condition of the Fleet During the Big Surge
(Matrices 14 -20)
The preceding data were all computed from \i{0) and, therefore, pertain on day zero, or to "peacetime operations." Of course, the computer programs permit us to look at any day and any stock option we wish, so we now turn to day 10, the end of the major surge effort. At day 10 the supply position will be about as bad as it will get. Summary data are shown in Table 2 .
. In peacetime, NSN 7 was available in reasonably adequate quantities for both options (Matrix 10, SL=2 for option 3; Matrix 11, SL=0 for option 4; the actual stock levels are: 23 for option 3 and 56 for option 4).
Here again, we sneakily buried a hook in the options to emphasize that a single NSN can cause disastrous drops in performance. This clearly demonstrates that "fill rate" (fraction of total parts available out of total required) is a dangerous indicator of WRM status.
Option 5 looks better than option 6 on day 10 (but neither looks good). Since the expected backorders are higher for #5 than for #6, we suspect that #6 has less evenly distributed shortages. From Matrices 19 and 20, the suspicion is confirmed: NSN #7 is again the culprit.
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We note also 1n option 5, however* that there are two critical items:
NSN 7 and NSN 33. The second one (or the first, if you prefer, since they are somewhat symmetrical) tends to mask the effect of the other when looking at the NMCS (100% cann) indicator. Each of the NMCS group for this option would tend to have two holes rather than just one. If we wanted to improve option 5, we would need to add stock in both bins.
Although it is not clear which option is "better" than the other, it is becoming clear that they are different: #6 has one dominant critical part while #5 has two dominant critical parts. Looking at the full NMCS (100% cann) distribution permits us to emphasize that we are using "expectations" to describe something that in the actual event may be quite different; it also shows how the "two-versus-one" aspect of critical ity (and its extension to cases of "many-versus-few") influences what
we are apt to see in a real-world trial.
Both of the frequency functions in Figure 2 are characterized by rather significant spreads. (A statistician would say that the standard deviations are relatively large.) In both cases, were we to have a realworld trial, it would be quite likely we would observe some value other than the expectation (i.e., mean). Although option 6 would, on the On the 11th day, the sortie rate was dropped to 1.00 and kept there thereafter. See Table 3 . Table 3 Status on Days 0, 10, and 30 Looking at Matrix 25, we see this is due to NSN 33 (SL = 21) which was masked at the 10-day mark by NSN 7. NSN 7 was also the dominant reason for option 6's poor performance at the 10-day mark. On reflection, then.
it is apparent that NSN 7 recovers faster than NSN 33. Looking back at Matrices 2» 3, and 4 we find the data shown in Table 4 below: We would, of course, expect a fast recovery for both parts during the period between 30 and 40 days because the large quantities that went to the depot during the initial 10 days would begin to return.
Influence of Different Forms of the Repair Function
The matrices discussed in the preceding part of this note are based on constant repair functions with constant shipping times. The parameters
IV. Summary
The matrix presentations of supply performance which we have described herein should make clear, on the one hand, just how complicated the overall logistics problem really is! On the other hand, the presentations also make it evident that we are getting into an ever-better position to grapple with those complexities in practical and useful ways: While building the data base is painfully slow, the computer crunches it quickly. To produce the matrix outputs in the data annex took about six minutes of computer core time. Moreover, the basic X(t) matrix that embodies much of the calculational time needs to be computed only once for a given set of demand and repair functions<> It may then be stored on disk and used for all stock option explorations. Since the fundamental repair data base is only occasionally changed, this is a very fast computational model.
It consumes a lot of paper, but it doesn't use much computer time. The Poisson property also provides the justification for "factoring" a many-loop repair process into individual loop processes for calculations, then recombining them at the end. To illustrate:
Consider the Poisson demands for part i on day k characterized by the expected value m.j(k). Imagine now an additional random process, independent of the demands themselves, which will operate on each realized demand so as to put it in one of three bins labeled A, B, and C according to probabilities P^, Pg, and Pc-Under this process, the contents of A, B, and C on day k will be Poisson variates with means m(k)P;\, m(k)PR, and mCk)?^. Now, we complete the picture by letting A be the base repair cycle, B the CIRF repair cycle, and C the depot repair cycle. Although each has a different repair function and demand function, we know from the time-dependent Palm's theorem that the contents on day k are Poisson variates and we know how to compute the expected value. The contents of each repair path are, moreover, statistically independent so the Poisson property tells us that the The proof of the generalized Palm's theorem, not reproduced here, then follows in Dr. Crawford's paper. We are satisfied with his equation (ii) which is shown to be equivalent to our equation (2) 
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Suppose today is day k. The formula simply says that the number in repair at the end of today are those that arrive today, plus the fraction of those that arrived yesterday which have not been repaired, plus the fraction of those that arrived day before yesterday which have not been repaired, etc., on back until either we're at the beginning of the process or we're sure that demands for that day and before have certainly been repaired.
A graphical illustration follows:
Consider the figure below showing a demand vector and a repair function vector, F(s,t), so called "vectors" because they are defined by a list of numbers. 
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